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The observational evidence for the acceleration of the universe demonstrates that canonical the-
ories of cosmology and particle physics are incomplete, if not incorrect, and that new physics is out
there, waiting to be discovered. Forthcoming high-resolution ultra-stable spectrographs will play
a crucial role in this quest for new physics, by enabling a new generation of precision consistency
tests. Here we focus on astrophysical tests of the stability of nature’s fundamental couplings, and
by using Principal Component Analysis techniques further calibrated by existing VLT data we dis-
cuss how the improvements that can be expected with ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES will impact on
fundamental cosmology. In particular we show that a 20 to 30 night program on ELT-HIRES will
allow it to play a leading role in fundamental cosmology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmology is now a data-driven science. This is man-
ifest in the so-called concordance model—a remarkably
simple model in the sense of being able to fit observations
with a small number of free parameters, though at a cost
of assuming that 96% of the contents of the universe are
in a still unknown form (never directly observed thus far).
It is thought that this dark sector has two components: a
clustered one (dark matter), and a dominant unclustered
one (dark energy) which is presumably responsible for
the observed acceleration of the universe. Characterizing
the properties of these dark components, and ultimately
understanding their nature, is the key driver for modern
cosmological research.
While ΛCDM provides the simplest viable possibility,
it is arguably vulnerable to standard fine-tuning argu-
ments: one needs to explain why the vacuum energy den-
sity is many orders of magnitude smaller than one would
expect from particle physics based arguments. One may
therefore argue that alternatives involving scalar fields,
an example of which is the recently discovered Higgs field
[1, 2], may be more likely. Observationally, the main dif-
ference between the two paradigms is that in the first case
the density of dark energy is always constant (it does not
get diluted by the expansion of the universe) while in the
second one it does change. One way to distinguish the
two possibilities is to find ways to measure the dark en-
ergy density (or its equation of state) at several epochs
in the universe.
Astrophysical measurements of nature’s fundamental
couplings [3, 4] can be used to constrain the properties
of dynamical scalar fields that might also be responsi-
ble for the dark energy. These measurements can either
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be used by themselves or in combination with other cos-
mological datasets (such as Type Ia supernovas and the
cosmic microwave background). The concept behind this
method is described in [5, 6] (see also [7] for a more phe-
nomenological approach). It complements other methods
due to its large redshift lever arm and the fact that these
measurements can be done from ground-based facilities,
both in the UV/optical and the radio/mm bands.
In [8] we extended Principal Component Analysis
(PCA, see e.g. [9]) methods previously available in the
published literature (for type Ia supernovae, lensing and
several other contexts in cosmology) and studied the
feasibility of applying them to astrophysical measure-
ments of varying couplings—whether they are detections
of variations or null results—by forecasting the number
of modes of the dark energy equation of state parameter
that can be well constrained by future facilities, using
a combination of supernovae data and measurements of
varying fundamental couplings at high redshift.
Some recent observational data suggests that the fine-
structure constant α (a dimensionless measure of the
strength of electromagnetism) was different at redshifts
z ∼ 2 − 3, the relative variation being at the level of a
few parts per million [10]. Various efforts to confirm or
refute this result are ongoing [11, 12], but a detailed an-
swer to this important question may have to wait for the
next generation of higher-resolution, more stable spectro-
scopic facilities. Nevertheless, and despite the fact that
tests of the stability of fundamental couplings are a key
science driver for future instruments, it is clear that ob-
servation time on these top facilities will be scarce, and
therefore optimized observational strategies are essential.
Here we take some steps towards fully quantifying the
potentialities of this method. We use currently available
varying α measurements from VLT/UVES as a bench-
mark that can be extrapolated into future (simulated)
datasets whose impact for dark energy characterization
can be studied. We will be interested in ESPRESSO
(for the VLT) [13], and especially in the E-ELT’s high-
resolution spectrograph (ELT-HIRES) [14, 15], but our
methodology is generic. In the present paper we concen-
2trate on the varying coupling measurements themselves,
while in a companion paper we will discuss in more de-
tail the synergies between these measurements and other
datasets (such as Type Ia supernovas).
In the next section we review the relevant PCA
methodology and summarize and extend the results of
our PCA analysis in [8]. Then in Sect. III we study the
relevant features of the main existing database of VLT
measurements of α, allowing us to relate our theoreti-
cal PCA analysis to observationally relevant properties.
Finally in Sect. IV we combine the two analysis and dis-
cuss future prospects for ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES,
and summarize our results in Sect. V.
II. THEORY AND TOOLS
We will base our theoretical analysis on PCA tech-
niques. Our formalism is described in [8], to which we
refer the reader for further details. Here we will simply
provide a brief summary of the features that will be rele-
vant for our subsequent comparison with data. Through-
out this discussion one should bear in mind that PCA is
a non-parametric method for constraining the dark en-
ergy equation of state. In assessing its performance, one
should not compare it to parametric methods. Indeed, no
such comparison is possible (even in principle), since the
two methods are addressing different questions. Instead
one should compare it with another non-parametric re-
construction, and for our purposes with varying couplings
the type Ia supernovae provide a relevant comparison.
One can divide the relevant redshift range into N bins
such that in bin i the equation of state parameter takes
the value wi,
w(z) =
N∑
i=1
wiθi(z) . (1)
Another way of saying this is that w(z) is expanded in
the basis θi, with θ1 = (1, 0, 0, ...), θ2 = (0, 1, 0, ...), etc.
The precision on the measurement of wi can be inferred
from the Fisher matrix of the parameters wi, specifically
from
√
(F−1)ii, and increases for larger redshift. One can
however find a basis in which all the parameters are un-
correlated. This can be done by diagonalizing the Fisher
matrix such that F = WTΛW where Λ is diagonal and
the rows of W are the eigenvectors ei(z) or the principal
components. These define the new basis in which the new
coefficients αi are uncorrelated and now we can write
w(z) =
N∑
i=1
αiei(z) . (2)
The diagonal elements of Λ are the eigenvalues λi (or-
dered from largest to smallest) and define the variance of
the new parameters, σ2(αi) = 1/λi.
We will consider the standard class of models for which
the variation of the fine-structure constant α is linearly
proportional to the displacement of a scalar field, and
further assume that this field is a quintessence type field,
i.e. responsible for the current acceleration of the Uni-
verse [16–21]. We take the coupling between the scalar
field and electromagnetism to be
LφF = −1
4
BF (φ)FµνF
µν , (3)
where the gauge kinetic function BF (φ) is linear,
BF (φ) = 1− ζκ(φ − φ0), (4)
κ2 = 8piG and ζ is the coupling constant, which in what
follows will be marginalized over. This can be seen as
the first term of a Taylor expansion, and should be a
good approximation if the field is slowly varying at low
redshift. Then, the evolution of α is given by
∆α
α
≡ α− α0
α0
= ζκ(φ− φ0) . (5)
For a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe with a
canonical scalar field, φ˙2 = (1 + w(z))ρφ, hence, for a
given dependence of the equation of state parameter w(z)
with redshift, the scalar field evolves as
φ(z)− φ0 =
√
3
κ
∫ z
0
√
1 + w(z)
(
1 +
ρm
ρφ
)−1/2
dz
1 + z
.
(6)
where we have chosen the positive root of the solution.
Note that this allows us to write the evolution of α as
∆α
α
(z) = κ
∫ z
0
√
3[1 + w(z)]Ωφ(z)
dz
1 + z
, (7)
where Ωφ = ρφ/(ρm+ρφ) is the fraction of the universe’s
energy in the scalar field.
From the above one can calculate the Fisher matrix
using standard techniques, as discussed in [8]. As in that
work, we will consider three fiducial forms for the equa-
tion of state parameter:
wc(z) = −0.9, (8)
ws(z) = −0.5 + 0.5 tanh (z − 1.5) , (9)
wb(z) = −0.9 + 1.3 exp
[
− (z − 1.5)
2
0.1
]
. (10)
At a phenomenological level, these describe the three
qualitatively different interesting scenarios: an equation
of state that remains close to a cosmological constant
throughout the probed redshift range, one that evolves
towards a matter-like behavior by the highest redshifts
probed, and one that has non-trivial features over a lim-
ited redshift range, perhaps associated to a low-redshift
phase transition (see [22] for further discussion). Thus
in what follows we will refer to these three cases as the
constant, step and bump fiducial models.
3Model A (Nb = 20) B (Nb = 20) A (Nb = 30) B (Nb = 30)
Constant 1.14 0.52 1.39 0.63
Step 2.10 0.96 2.53 1.16
Bump 1.65 0.75 2.00 0.91
TABLE I. The coefficients A and B in the fitting formula
11, assuming Nb = 20 (left side of the table) and Nb = 30
(right side) PCA bins in the redshift range 0 < z < 4 and
uncertainties σα expressed in parts per million.
We will assume a flat universe, and further simplify the
analysis by fixing Ωm = 0.3. This is a standard proce-
dure, that was followed in the original paper of Huterer
and Starkman [9] and also in a number of subsequent
works. This specific choice of Ωm has a negligible effect
on the main result of the analysis, which is the uncer-
tainty in the best determined modes. For each fiducial
model we choose the coupling such that it leads to a
few parts-per-million variation of α at redshift z ∼ 4,
consistently with [10]. In [8] the analysis was focused on
forecasts for ESPRESSO [23] and CODEX—now dubbed
ELT-HIRES [24]. Here we will start by discussing a more
general analysis, leaving specific choices to a later section.
In order to systematically study possible observational
strategies, it is of interest to find an analytic expression
for the behavior of the uncertainties of the best deter-
mined PCA modes described above. For this one needs
to explore the range of parameters such as the number of
α measurements (Nα) and the uncertainty in each mea-
surement (σα). For simplicity we will assume that this
uncertainty is the same for each of the measurements
in a given sample, and also that the measurements are
uniformly distributed in the redshift range under consid-
eration.
By exploring numbers of measurementsNα between 20
and 200, uniformly distributed in redshift up to z = 4,
and individual measurement uncertainties between 10−5
and 10−8 we find the following fitting formula for the
uncertainty σn for the n-th best determined PCA mode
σn = A
σα
N0.5α
[1 +B(n− 1)] . (11)
The coefficients A and B will depend on the choice of
fiducial model, and also on the number of PCA bins as-
sumed for the redshift range under consideration. Table
I lists these coefficients for choices of 20 and 30 bins. No-
tice that it is useful to provide the uncertainly σα in the
fitting formula in parts per million, since in that case the
coefficients A and B are of order unity.
A comparison between the numerically determined val-
ues and our fitting formula indicates that forNα > 50 the
present expression is reasonably accurate for all values
up to and including n = 6, while for a smaller number
of measurements the number of accurately determined
modes is less than 6 (for example forNα = 20 only the
first two modes obey the above relation, with the uncer-
tainty in next two being slightly higher than suggested
Model Average Error Max. Error
Constant 29% 38%
Step 37% 48%
Bump 26% 37%
Average 51% 67%
TABLE II. The average and maximal errors of our fitting
formula 11, compared to the correct PCA result. We have
assumed Nb = 20. The first three lines show the results for
aech of the three fiducial models, while the fourth line shows
the result of trying to describe all three models with a single
’average’ fitting formula, where the values of coefficients A
and B are the averages of those for the individual models.
by the formula—and that of the next two significantly
so. Speifically, Table II shows the average and maximal
relative error obtained by sampling the above parameter
space of (σα, Nα, n), for a fixed number of redshift bins
Nb = 20. The maximal errors always occur for high n
and low Nα, while in the opposite corner of parameter
space they are below 10%. By smapling uniformly in Nα
and in the logarithm of σα one obtains averaage uncer-
tainties around 30%, which are adequate considering the
simplifying assumptions in our modelling.
Overall, the fitting formulae show some dependence on
the specific model being considered. One may ask if by
taking say the arithmetic mean of the values of the co-
efficients A and B for the three models one will obtain
a generic fitting formula that will be reasonable for all
three. The last line of Table II shows that this is not the
case, as the uncertainties worsen considerably: the aver-
age values of A and B ara quite close to those of the bump
fiducial model, but these coefficients do not perform as
well for the other models. This model-dependence should
therefore be taken into consideration if we want to es-
tablish a simple optimization pipeline, since the correct
redshift evolution of the dark energy equation of state is
not known a priori (certainly not at the high redshifts
that can be probed thorough this method). There is
also dependence on the number of bins, which is to be
expected: as we increase the number of bins the uncer-
tainties in each bin will increase. Despite these caveats,
the fitting formulas, once further calibrated using actual
data (as will be done in the next section) will allow us
to quantify the ability of a particular spectrograph to
distinguish between different models.
III. CALIBRATING THE FITTING FORMULA
WITH VLT DATA
The next step is then to connect these theoretical tools
to observational specifications. A time normalization can
in principle be derived from the present VLT perfor-
mances, with the caveat that the present errors on α are
dominated by systematics and not by photons. Never-
theless, we can assume a simple (idealized) observational
4formula,
σ2sample =
C
T
, (12)
where C is a constant, T is the time of observation nec-
essary to acquire a sample of spectra from which one will
obtain N measurements of α at the relevant redshifts,
and σsample is the relative uncertainty in these measure-
ments (ie, the uncertainty in ∆α/α) for the whole sample.
This is expected to hold for a uniform sample, meaning a
sample with Nα identical objects, each of which produces
a measurement with the same uncertainty σα in a given
observation time. Naturally any real-data sample will
not be uniform, so there will be some corrections to this
behavior. The uncertainty of the sample will be given by
σ2sample =
1∑N
i=1 σ
−2
i
, (13)
and for the above simulated case with N measurements
all with the same α uncertainty we simply have
σ2sample =
σ2α
N
. (14)
Clearly there are also other relevant observational fac-
tors that a simple formula like this does not take into
account, in particular the structure of the absorber (the
number and strength of the components, and how nar-
row they are) and the position of the lines in the CCD,
which is connected to the redshift of the absorption sys-
tem. The latter is also related to the wavelength range
covered by each spectrograph. A further issue (which is
easier to deal with) is the fact that a given line of sight
often has several absorption systems, and thus yields sev-
eral different measurements. Despite these caveats, this
formula is adequate for our present purposes, as will be
further discussed below.
We have used the UVES data from Julian King’s PhD
thesis [25], complemented by observation time data pro-
vided by Michael Murphy, to build a sample to calibrate
the observational formula. In addition to these proper-
ties of the dataset, we also calculated the signal to noise
per pixel with the following equation, parametrized by
Michael Murphy using specifications of UVES spectro-
graph:
SNR = K
[
T
T0
10−0.4(M−M0)
]1/2
(15)
where T is the exposition time,M is the magnitude of the
source and for K = 20, T0 = 3600s andM0 = 17.8. How-
ever, we note that this SNR is calculated for illustration
purposes only, and is not used in our fitting analysis.
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 display some relevant properties of this
set of absorption systems, including the magnitude of the
quasar, the redshift of the absorber, the observation time
and the SNR of the spectrum. In all cases the circles de-
note the absorbers that lead to measurements with better
than 10 parts per million statistical uncertainty, whereas
crosses depict the rest of the absorbers. Note that sev-
eral lines of sight contain multiple absorption systems,
which is why several circles and crosses overlap in the
magnitude-time panel of Fig. 1.
It is clear that this sample is far form ideal, as it does
not display the types of correlations that one would ex-
pect from such a sample: better SNR or observation time
do not necessarily lead to a better measurement of α. Un-
doubtedly this is a consequence of having a dataset put
together from archival data. We do find the obvious cor-
relation between SNR and the magnitude of the quasar
(bottom panel of Fig. 1). The more interesting result of
this analysis is shown in Fig. 3, which shows that higher
redshift absorbers lead to proportionally better measure-
ments. Moreover, in low-redshift absorbers brighter sys-
tems tend to give better measurements, while for higher
redshift ones fainter systems can still yield good measure-
ments. The reason for these differences stems form the
different transitions within the range of the spectrograph
at the various redshifts—see [25] for further discussion.
We do find a strong correlation between the number
of transitions used to make one measurement (Nλ) and
the statistical uncertainty of the measurement, as can be
observed in Fig. 4 where, for eachNλ, we plot the average
uncertainty in the α measurements, σ∆α/α, achieved as a
function of that number of transitions. (Note that these
transitions need not be the same is the various cases being
averaged over.) We find that a simple parametrization
shows the following approximate relation
σ∆α/α = 139N
−1.11
λ ppm, (16)
where again we expressed the uncertainty in part per
million. This best-fit parametrization is also plotted in
Fig. 4.
In passing, we note that there is also a correlation be-
tween the sensitivity of the measurements and the (ab-
solute) value of the q-coefficients of the transitions being
used. This is unsurprising: transitions that shift the most
for a given shift in α tend to yield better measurements.
However, we shall not quantify this correlation, since it
does not directly impact the phenomenological modelling
of the present work.
One consequence of these non-ideal properties of the
sample is that the simple relation given by Eq. (12) will
not strictly hold. Nevertheless, there is a simple way to
correct it, which consists of allowing the former constant
C to itself depend on the number of sources. This is
easy to understand: in a small sample one typically will
have the best available sources; by increasing our sample
we will be adding sources which are not as good as the
previous ones, and therefore the overall uncertainty in the
αmeasurement will improve more slowly than in the ideal
case—or alternatively one will need additional telescope
time to do so.
Using standard Monte Carlo techniques we have gen-
erated several tens of thousands of sub-samples of the
VLT sample, with various numbers of sources, for which
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FIG. 1. Observation time and SNR for the VLT absorbers
of [25], as a function of the quasar magnitude. Circles de-
note absorbers yielding measurements with better than 10
ppm statistical uncertainty, crosses denote the rest of the ab-
sorbers.
we determined the overall uncertainty in the α measure-
ment and the amount of telescope time needed to achieve
it. From these distributions (an example of which, for the
case N = 20, is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5) one can
determine the corresponding mean values, and these then
allow us to infer the behavior for the empirical function
C(N). The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 5.
We find that a good fit is provided by the linear relation
C(Nα) = 0.31Nα + 5.02 . (17)
Here the constant has been normalised such that
σsample is given in parts per million and T is in nights. As
a simple check, for the UVES Large Program for Testing
Fundamental Physics [11, 12], with about 40 nights and
16 sources, we infer from the fitting formula a value of
0.5 parts per million, consistent with the expectations of
the collaboration [26].
Finally, if we add a ’systematics’ term σ2sys to Eq. (12)
and repeat the above procedure, our simple analysis in-
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FIG. 2. Observation time and SNR for the VLT absorbers of
[25], as a function of the redshift of the absorption system.
Circles denote absorbers yielding measurements with better
than 10 ppm statistical uncertainty, crosses denote the rest of
the absorbers.
dicates that values
σsys ∼ 4− 6 ppm (18)
provide a reasonable fit. It is interesting to note that this
is not too distant from the value obtained in [10, 25],
σWebb = 9 ppm ; (19)
naturally, their value was obtained with a much more
sofisticated analysis. Nevertheless, this suggests that our
simple toy modelling does capture the salient broad fea-
tures of the datasets.
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FIG. 3. Uncertainty in the α measurements for the VLT ab-
sorbers of [25], as a function of the magnitude of the quasar
and the redshift of the absorbers. Circles denote absorbers
yielding measurements with better than 10 ppm statistical
uncertainty, crosses denote the rest of the absorbers.
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FIG. 4. Correlation between statistical uncertainty of each
of the α measurements and the number of transitions used
to obtain them. Each point in the plot was obtained as an
average of the various points in the dataset with each number
of transitions used. The red line is the best polynomial fit,
discussed in the text.
IV. FUTURE OBSERVATIONAL FACILITIES
We can now put together the results of the two previ-
ous sections to obtain a UVES-calibrated PCA formula
σn = A[1+B(n−1)] σα√
Nα
= A[1+B(n−1)]
[
C(Nα)
T
]1/2
,
(20)
where the UVES C(N) formula is given by Eq. (17). The
most striking feature of this result is the explicit (and
strong) dependence on the number of sources. Future
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FIG. 5. Top: Distribution of uncertainties in α for 20-source
VLT subsamples, for a total of 15000 realizations. Bottom:
Values of the effective parameter C as a function of the num-
ber of systems considered, for the parametrisation of the ob-
servational formula applied to the current UVES data. The
red line is the best linear fit, discussed in the text.
improvements will come from a better sample selection
and optimized acquisition/calibration methods and both
of these are expected to significantly reduce this depen-
dence, even elliminating it for moderately sized samples
of absorbers. In the case of the ELT-HIRES, a further
improvement will come from the larger collecting power.
With simple but reasonable extrapolations we can fore-
cast the expected changes to the UVES formula, and
from this carry out an assessment of the impact of these
measurements for constraining dark energy. We shall
consider three scenarios
• A baseline scenario, where there are essentially no
improvements over UVES, that is
C(Nα)BASE = 0.31Nα + 5.02 ; (21)
this reflects the current situation, and therefore
provides a benchmark against which future im-
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FIG. 6. The uncertainty in the best-determined PCA model
in baseline scenario described in the main text, as a function of
the number of nights of observation and absorbers measured,
respectively for the constant, step and bump fiducial models
(top to bottom). In each case the colormap indicates the
logarithm of the uncertainty.
provements can be discussed. Note that although
this phenomenological fitting formula was obtained
for UVES at the VLT, we expect it to also apply—
at least qualitatively—to analogous contemporary
spectrographs in other 8-meter class telescopes,
such as HIRES-Keck or HDS-Subaru,
• An ESPRESSO scenario, where
C(Nα)ESPRESSO =
5.02
9
; (22)
given realistic estimates of the available time (note
that 27 GTO nights are currently foreseen) the ob-
servable samples are small enough to make a fac-
tor of 3 gain (on average) in sensitivity due to im-
proved signal-to-noise and resolution, while ellimi-
nating the explicit dependence of C on the number
of sources. These improvements arise from the fact
that it will be, by design [13], free of the systemat-
ics that are known to affect UVES, and in partic-
ular to the much more precise wavelength calibra-
tion, which will be done with a Laser Frequency
Comb. Note that ESPRESSO does have a wave-
length coverage that is substantially reduced com-
pared to that of UVES, and this will certainly offset
some of the above improvements.
• An ELT-HIRES scenario, where
C(Nα)HIRES =
5.02
300
; (23)
here we similarly expect a constant C parameter
(even allowing for the larger number of absorbers
measured), and further gains in sensitivity have
been factored in, including the five-fold increase in
the telescope collecting area. Another key advan-
tage of ELT-HIRES is its wide wavelength coverage,
not only in the ultraviolet and optical but also in
the infrared.
Figs. 6 and 7 depict the uncertainty in the best-
determined PCA mode, for the three observational sce-
narios discussed above and the three fiducial models con-
sidered (the constant, step and bump models). In these,
and throughout the discussion in this section, we will
assume 20 PCA bins (Nb = 20, cf. Table I). The for-
mer figure highlights the dependence on the number of
sources in the baseline scenario, while the latter figure
highlights the gains to be expected from ESPRESSO and
ELT-HIRES. For the baseline scenario in this latter plot
we assumed a number of sources equal to half the number
of nights, which is a typical number for current observa-
tions.
An alternative way to quantify the expected improve-
ments with ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES is to estimate
the number of observation nights needed to obtain an un-
certainty in the best-determined PCA mode of σ1 = 1.
This is shown in Table III, where we again assumed
Nα = T/2 for the baseline scenario, and the gains are
8100 101 102
10−2
10−1
100
101
T (Nights)
σ
1
FIG. 7. The uncertainty in the best-determined PCA mode in
the three scenarios discussed in the main text, for each of the
fiducial models considered. The top (black), middle (red) and
bottom (blue) sets of three lines correspond to the baseline,
ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES cases respectively. In each set
the solid, dashed and dotted lines respectively correspond to
the constant, step and bump fiducial models.
Model Baseline ESPRESSO ELT-HIRES
Constant 8.2 0.7 0.02
Step 70.0 2.5 0.07
Bump 23.6 1.5 0.05
TABLE III. Number of nights needed to achieve an uncer-
tainty of unity in the best-determined PCA mode, σ1 = 1, for
the various scenarios and fiducial models considered. For the
baseline scenario Nα = T/2 was assumed.
obvious. Note that here the model-dependence is en-
hanced, since the observation time will depend on the
square of the coefficent A.
For a more ambitious goal, we can instead estimate the
number of nights needed to reach the same sensitivity on
the first PCA mode as ‘SNAP-like’ dataset of 3000 super-
novas. This turns out to be σ1,SNAP ∼ 0.033, with the
model dependence appearing at the next decimal place
Model ESPRESSO ELT-HIRES
Constant 649.8 19.5
Step 2231.6 66.9
Bump 1420.1 42.6
TABLE IV. Number of nights needed to achieve, with α
measurements uniformly spaced in redshift, an uncertainty
in the best-determined PCA mode equal to that expected
from a SNAP-like dataset of 3000 Type Ia supernovas, for
the ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES scenarios and the various
fiducial models considered. Note that this is not possible at
all in the baseline scenario
[8]. In this case we find that this level of sensitivity is
not achievable at all with current facilities, while our es-
timates for ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES are listed in Ta-
ble IV. Importantly we see that a few tens of nights are
sufficient for ELT-HIRES, further highlighting the key
role that the ELT will be able to play on fundamental
cosmology.
We note that a uniform redshift cover is important in
obtaining these results. Moreover the range of redshifts
considered will also play a role, as it will determine how
many useful transitions will fall within the range of the
spectrograph. A more detailed study of these effects is
left for future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have highlighted how the forthcoming generation
of high-resolution ultra-stable spectrographs will play a
crucial role in the ongoing search for the new physics that
is currently powering the acceleration of the universe, We
focused on ongoing and planned astrophysical tests of the
stability of nature’s fundamental couplings, specifically
discussing the improvements that can be expected with
ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES and their impact on funda-
mental cosmology. However, much of what has been said
is also relevant for other forthcoming instruments, such
as PEPSI at the LBT or HROS at the TMT.
Our analysis suggests different observational strate-
gies for ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES. In fact that of
ELT-HIRES is easy to outline: given its exquisite sen-
sitivity, it should focus on mapping out the behavior
of α on a wide range of redshifts, leading to competi-
tive constraints on dark energy and fundamental physics
paradigms. Nevertheless, the choice of redshift ranges
to probe may be influenced by the earlier ESPRESSO
results. For ESPRESSO, the gains in sensitivity are par-
tially offset by its relatively limited wavelength range,
which will limit the range of redshifts that can be mapped
at high sensitivity. Although this issue warrants further
study, our results suggest that one should concentrate
on testing the stability of fundamental couplings using a
relatively small set of carefully chosen absorbers.
Our findings are directly relevant for the target selec-
tion process for both spectrographs, and even for the
ELT-HIRES Phase A studies, which has clear potential
for being a leding instrument in the field of fundamental
cosmology. Although we have not specifically addressed
the issue of redshift coverage (which we leave for future
work), it is clear that a large redshift lever arm for the
measurements is important, leading to the requirement
of a broad wavelength range for the spectrograph (which
also maximizes the number of transitions available for
the measurements).
Finally, let us point out that if varying fundamental
couplings are confirmed by ESPRESSO and ELT-HIRES,
these spectrographs can themselves carry out consistency
tests by looking for additional observational effects that
9must exist if constants vary. One example, to which both
spectrographs can contribute, are tests of the redshift
dependence of the cosmic microwave background tem-
perature [27, 28]. A second example is provided by the
redshift drift [29, 30], which is probably outside the reach
of ESPRESSO but will be a key driver for ELT-HIRES
(and may also be measured, at lower redshifts, by other
facilities such as the SKA).
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